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TSLP and IL-33 reciprocally promote each other's lung protein
expression and ILC2 receptor expression to enhance innate
type-2 airway inflammation
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Abstract
Background: The epithelial cell-derived danger signal mediators thymic stromal lym-
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responses in asthma. In addition, TSLP and IL-33 synergistically promoted group 2 inthe mechanism of this synergistic ILC2 activation is unknown.
Methods: BALB/c WT and TSLP receptor-deficient (TSLPR−/−) mice were challenged
intranasally with Alternaria extract (Alt-Ext) or PBS for 4 consecutive days to evaluate
innate airway allergic inflammation. WT mice pre-administered with rTSLP or vehicle,
TSLPR−/− mice, and IL-33 receptor-deficient (ST2−/−) mice were challenged intranasally with Alt-Ext or vehicle once or twice to evaluate IL-33 release and TSLP expression in the lung. TSLPR and ST2 expression on lung ILC2 were measured by flow
cytometry after treatment of rTSLP, rIL-33, rTSLP + rIL-33, or vehicle.
Results: Thymic stromal lymphopoietin receptor deficient mice had significantly decreased
the number of lung ILC2 expressing IL-5 and IL-13 following Alt-Ext-challenge compared to
WT mice. Further, eosinophilia, protein level of lung IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13, and airway mucus
score were also significantly decreased in TSLPR−/− mice compared to WT mice. Endogenous
and exogenous TSLP increased Alt-Ext-induced IL-33 release into BALF, and ST2 deficiency
decreased Alt-Ext-induced TSLP expression in the lung. Further, rTSLP and rIL-33 treatment
reciprocally increased each other's receptor expression on lung ILC2 in vivo and in vitro.
Conclusion: Thymic stromal lymphopoietin and IL-33 signaling reciprocally enhanced
each other's protein release and expression in the lung following Alt-Ext-challenge
and each other's receptor expression on lung ILC2 to enhance ILC2 activation.

Abbreviations: ab, antibody; Alt-Ext, Alternaria extract; BALF, bronchoalveolar lavage fluid; ECs, epithelial cells; hBE33, human bronchial epithelial cells stably expressing IL-33; ILC2,
group 2 innate lymphoid cells; lin, lineage; MFI, mean fluorescence intensity; PAR-2, protease-activated receptor 2; pSTAT5, phosphorylated signal transducer and activator of
transcription 5; rIL-33, mouse recombinant IL-33; rTSLP, mouse recombinant TSLP; ST2, IL-33 receptor; ST2−/−, ST2 deficient; STAT5, signal transducer and activator of transcription 5;
TSLP, thymic stromal lymphopoietin; TSLPR−/−, TSLP receptor deficient; WT, wild type.
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We found that TSLPR deficiency significantly decrease the number of lung ILC2, airway eosinophils, and mucus production in mouse
challenged with Alternaria extract. TSLP-TSLPR and IL-33-ST2 signaling augments each other's protein release and expression in the lung
epithelial cells after aeroallergen challenge. TSLP and IL-33 signaling increases each other's receptor expression on lung ILC2, and the IL-33augmented TSLPR expression enhances pSTAT5 in the ILC2.
Abbreviations: pSTAT5, phosphorylated signal transducer and activator of transcription 5; ST2, IL-33 receptor; TSLP, thymic stromal
lymphopoietin

1 | I NTRO D U C TI O N

the interaction of TSLP and IL-33 in regulating the innate allergic responses is unknown.

The epithelial cell-derived danger signal mediators thymic stromal

Group 2 innate lymphoid cells (ILC2), as well as Th2 cells, are

lymphopoietin (TSLP) and IL-33 are consistently associated with

an important source of type-2 cytokines to initiate and propagate

adaptive Th2 immune responses in allergic diseases.1,2

allergic immune responses.12,13 ILC2 are defined by the absence

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have shown the asso-

of lineage (lin) markers (for T cells, B cells, macrophages, dendritic

ciation of allergic diseases and genetic polymorphisms in the TSLP,

cells, neutrophils, NK cells, or erythrocytes) and expression of

IL33, and IL1RL1 (receptor for IL-33).

3

CD45 (lymphocyte common antigen), ST2 (IL-33 receptor), CD25

Thymic stromal lymphopoietin, an IL-7-like cytokine, is ex-

(IL-2Rα), CD127 (IL-7Rα), and ICOS.14,15 ILC2 are resident in the

pressed mainly by epithelial cells (ECs) and epidermal keratino-

lung, skin, gut, and the other organs16 and produce type-2 cy-

cytes (KCs). Previous animal studies reported that mice deficient in

tokines in response to IL-33, or a combination of IL-33 and the

−/−

) had significantly decreased airway inflammation,

other epithelium-derived cytokines such as TSLP and IL-25 in the

serum IgE, and airway hyperresponsiveness (AHR) in chronic mod-

TSLPR (TSLPR

peripheral tissues.14 These danger signals initiate ILC2 activation

els of adaptive immunity-mediated allergic airway inflammation with

prior to adaptive immune responses.16,17 While IL-33 is an es-

house dust mite antigen,4 OVA,5,6 or a mixture of allergen extracts.2

sential cytokine in the activation of ILC2,15 TSLP synergistically

In addition, subcutaneous TSLP or intranasal TSLP + OVA adminis-

promoted the proliferation and type-2 cytokine production by IL-

tration induced ear thickness or allergic airway inflammation with

33-stimulated ILC2 in vitro.14 Although TSLP itself did not induce

7,8

serum IgE induction.

IL-33 normally resides in the nucleus of struc-

IL-5 and IL-13 by ILC2, combined stimulation with TSLP and IL-33

tural cells in the lung.9 Unlike the release of classic cytokines, IL-33

elicited an approximate 10-fold increase in the cytokine produc-

is rapidly released from epithelial or endothelial cells upon cellular

tion by ILC2 compared with stimulation by IL-33 alone.14 However,

10

Previous studies reported that IL-33 deficiency

the mechanisms of this synergistic ILC2 activation in the setting

significantly decreased eosinophilia and AHR in the mouse model of

damage or stress.

of the innate immune responses to an inhaled aeroallergen are not

OVA- or HDM-induced adaptive allergic inflammation.11 However,

fully elucidated.
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the anti-TSLP ab (200 µg) or isotype ab (200 µg) 1 hour prior to first
Alt-Ext-challenge.

ILC2 activation. To test the hypothesis, we used a mouse model of
Alternaria extract (Alt-Ext)-challenge for 4 consecutive days. Further,
to determine the mechanisms of synergistic lung ILC2 activation by

2.4 | Statistical analysis

TSLP and IL-33 during aeroallergen exposure, we evaluated the effects of TSLP and IL-33 signaling on each other's protein release or

All data were analyzed with GraphPad Prism 8 (GraphPad

expression in the lung after Alt-Ext-challenge. In addition, we evalu-

Software). The P values were calculated by t test or one-way anal-

ated the effects of TSLP and IL-33 signaling to each other's receptor

ysis of variance (ANOVA) with Bonferroni-multiple pair's compari-

expression on lung ILC2.

sons test. Values of P < .05 were considered significant between
two groups.

2 | M E TH O DS
2.1 | Mice
Nine- to 12-week old female wild-type (WT) BALB/c mice were
obtained from Charles River laboratories. TSLPR−/− mice and ST2deficient (ST2−/−) mice were generated on BALB/c background as
previously described.5,18 IL-33Citrine/+ reporter mice were generated

Further experimental details are provided in online Appendix S1.
All antibodies used in this study are listed in Table S1.

3 | R E S U LT S
3.1 | TSLPR deficiency suppresses Alt-Ext-induced
lung ILC2 activation and innate allergic airway
inflammation

by crossbreeding WT BALB/c mice and IL-33Citrine/Citrine mice which
were the kind gift of Dr Andrew N. J. McKenzie (Cambridge, UK).19

Previous studies reported that deficiency of TSLPR signaling de-

Animal experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care

creased adaptive allergic immune responses,5,7 but the effect of

and Use Committee at Vanderbilt University and were conducted

TSLPR deficiency on allergen-induced T cell–independent innate im-

according to the guidelines for the Care and Use of Laboratory

mune responses has not been reported. To evaluate the effects of

Animals prepared by the Institute of Laboratory Animal Resources,

TSLPR signaling during aeroallergen-induced innate type-2 airway in-

National Research Council.

flammation, we performed Alt-Ext-challenge for 4 consecutive days
in WT and TSLPR−/− mice and killed them 24 or 48 hour after the

2.2 | Alt-Ext-challenge in a mouse model of innate
allergic airway inflammation

last Alt-Ext-challenge (Figure 1A). Four consecutive days of Alt-Extchallenge significantly increased the number of total BAL cells, macrophages, eosinophils, lymphocytes, and neutrophils compared with
PBS-challenged groups. TSLPR−/− mice challenged with Alt-Ext had a

WT BALB/c and TSLPR−/− mice were challenged intranasally with

significant decrease in the number of total BAL cells, eosinophils, and

5 µg (protein amount) of Alt-Ext (Stallergenes Greer) in 100 µL

lymphocytes compared with WT mice (Figure 1B). In contrast, there

PBS or 100 µL PBS as the vehicle for 4 consecutive days. LPS con-

was no change in the number of macrophages and neutrophils between

tamination of the Alt-Ext was measured by PierceTM Chromogenic

WT and TSLPR−/− mice challenged with Alt-Ext (Figure 1B). Next, we

Endotoxin Quant kit (Thermo fisher scientific). LPS was detected

evaluated the lung ILC2 expressing IL-5 and IL-13. Figure S1 showed

as 0.03 endotoxin unit (EU), approximately 3 pg in 5 µg (protein

the gating strategy of identifying lung ILC2 after intracellular staining

amount) of Alt-Ext. The mice were killed, and bronchoalveolar lav-

on flow cytometry. The lung ILC2 were identified as lin- CD3− CD4−

age fluid (BALF) and whole lungs were harvested 24 hour after

CD45+ CD25+ ICOS+ cells to determine the IL-5 and IL-13 expression

the last challenge of Alt-Ext or PBS for cell differentials, cytokine

(Figure S1A,B). Alt-Ext-challenge significantly increased the number

measurement, and flow cytometry. In the other protocol, whole

of lung ILC2 expressing IL-5 and IL-13 compared with PBS-challenged

lungs were harvested 48 hour after the last Alt-Ext-challenge or

groups (Figure 1C). There was a significant decrease in the number of

PBS challenge to evaluate mucus production in histological section.

lung ILC2 expressing IL-5 and IL-13 in TSLPR−/− mice compared with WT
mice after the Alt-Ext-challenge (Figure 1C). Further, TSLPR−/− mice had
a lower percentage of IL-13+ cells in total ILC2 compared with WT mice

2.3 | Endogenous TSLP neutralization

after the Alt-Ext-challenge (Figure 1C). TSLPR−/− mice had a significant

The 28F12 hybridoma was obtained from the Developmental Studies

and IL-13 in the lung homogenates to almost the same level as the PBS-

Hybridoma Bank (Iowa City, IA), and anti-TSLP antibodies (ab) from

challenged mice (Figure 1D). TSLPR−/− mice had a significant decrease

the hybridoma were purified by the Vanderbilt Antibody and Protein

in the mucus score compared with WT mice after the Alt-Ext-challenge

Resource.20 WT BALB/c mice were injected intraperitoneally with

(Figure 1E). These findings revealed that TSLPR deficiency significantly

decrease in Alt-Ext-challenge-induced protein expression of IL-4, IL-5,

|
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F I G U R E 1 TSLPR deficiency decreased Alternaria extract (Alt-Ext)-induced type-2 airway inflammation. A, WT and TSLPR−/− mice were
challenged with Alt-Ext intranasally for 4 consecutive days. Bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) and lung were harvested 24 h after the last
Alt-Ext-challenge. Whole lungs for histological mucus detection were harvested 48 h after the last Alt-Ext-challenge. B, Cell differentials in
BALF. C, The number and percentage of lung group 2 innate lymphoid cells (ILC2) expressing IL-5 and IL-13. D, The protein level of IL-4, IL-5,
and IL-13 in the lung homogenates. E, Representative sections and mucus score as determined by periodic acid-Schiff (PAS) staining. The
data are a combination of 2 independent experiments and shown as mean ± SD (n = 4-9). *P < .05
decreased aeroallergen-induced lung ILC2 activation and innate allergic

Alt-Ext-induced IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13 in lung homogenates compared

airway inflammation.

with isotype ab treatment (Figure 2C). While other studies have reported that TSLP antagonism reduced the adaptive allergic immune
responses, to our knowledge, these results are the first to reveal that

3.2 | Anti-TSLP ab treatment suppresses Alt-Extinduced innate allergic airway inflammation

anti-TSLP ab treatment suppressed Alt-Ext-induced innate allergic
airway inflammation.

To confirm the effect of TSLPR signaling for Alt-Ext-induced T cell–
independent innate allergic inflammation, we performed anti-TSLP
ab treatment prior to Alt-Ext-challenge. WT mice were treated with
anti-TSLP ab or isotype ab 1 hour prior to the first Alt-Ext-challenge

3.3 | TSLPR signaling increases Alt-Ext-induced
IL-33 release, and ST2 signaling increases Alt-Extinduced TSLP expression in the lung

to neutralize the Alt-Ext-induced endogenous TSLP. Twenty-four
hours after the 4th daily Alt-Ext-challenge, BALF and lungs were har-

Previous studies reported that aeroallergen-induced IL-33 release

vested (Figure 2A) to evaluate innate allergic inflammation. Anti-TSLP

from lung epithelial cell led to lung ILC2 activation. 21,22 We, there-

ab treatment significantly decreased the number of total BAL cells,

fore, investigated the effects of TSLPR signaling for Alt-Ext-induced

macrophages, eosinophils, and lymphocytes, but not neutrophils

IL-33 release. First, we checked the time course of IL-33 and TSLP in

compared with isotype ab treatment in Alt-Ext-challenged groups

the BALF and lung homogenates after one Alt-Ext-challenge. IL-33

(Figure 2B). Further, anti-TSLP ab treatment significantly decreased

protein in BALF peaked 1 hour after the Alt-Ext-challenge, but TSLP
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F I G U R E 2 Endogenous TSLP neutralization decreased Alternaria extract (Alt-Ext)-induced type-2 airway inflammation. A, Anti-TSLP
antibody (α-TSLP) or the isotype antibody was administered subcutaneously 1 h prior to first Alt-Ext-challenge. Bronchoalveolar lavage fluid
(BALF) and lung were harvested 24 h after the 4th Alt-Ext-challenge. B, Cell differentials in BALF. C, The protein level of IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13
in the lung homogenates. The data are a combination of 2 independent experiments and shown as mean ± SD (n = 4-9). *P < .05
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was not detected in the BALF (Figure 3A). Instead of BALF, TSLP

vehicle treatment (Figure 3C). The enhanced IL-33 release by rTSLP

protein peaked 6 hour after Alt-Ext-challenge in the lung homogen-

pretreatment was abolished in TSLPR−/− mice (Figure S2).

ates (Figure 3A). These results are same as previous studies.

21,22

To

To determine whether rTSLP treatment increases IL-33 expression

determine the effect of exogenous TSLP on IL-33 release into the

to enhance Alt-Ext-induced IL-33 release, we measured IL-33/citrine

BALF, mouse recombinant TSLP (rTSLP) was administered intrana-

expression in the lung cells from IL-33Citrine/+ reporter mice treated

sally to WT mice 6 hour prior to Alt-Ext-challenge, and then, the

with rTSLP or vehicle for 6 hour. Although a portion of lung ECs (CD45−

BALF was harvested 1 hour after the Alt-Ext-challenge (Figure 3B).

EpCAM+) expresses IL-33/citrine (Figure S3A), there was no difference

We found that rTSLP pretreatment enhanced the protein level of

in the mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of IL-33/citrine between

IL-33 in the BALF 1 hour after the Alt-Ext-challenge compared with

rTSLP treatment and vehicle treatment (Figure S3B,C). In contrast,
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F I G U R E 3 TSLPR signaling increased IL-33 release and IL-33 receptor (ST2) signaling increased TSLP expression in the lung. A, The time
course of TSLP and IL-33 in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) and lung homogenates after one Alternaria extract (Alt-Ext)-challenge.
B, E, G, I, Diagrams of experimental design using mouse model to detect IL-33 in BALF and TSLP in the lung. C, IL-33 protein level in the
BALF from wild-type (WT) mice challenged with Alt-Ext or PBS in the presence or absence of recombinant TSLP (rTSLP) treatment. D, IL-33
protein level in cell-free culture supernatant (sup) from human bronchial epithelial cells stably expressing IL-33 (hBE33) challenged with AltExt or PBS in the presence or absence of human recombinant TSLP treatment. F, IL-33 protein level in the BALF from WT and TSLPR−/− mice
challenged with Alt-Ext or PBS. H, IL-33 protein level in the BALF from WT mice challenged with Alt-Ext or PBS in the presence or absence
of anti-TSLP antibody (α-TSLP) treatment. J, TSLP protein level in the lung homogenates from WT and ST2−/− mice challenged with Alt-Ext or
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IL-33/citrine was not detected on lung T cells, B cells, neutrophils, eo+

found that rTSLP treatment increased lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) in

Citrine/+

the culture supernatant compared with vehicle treatment (Figure S4D).

Functional IL-33 is released from damaged or necrotic epithelial

with rTSLP treatment alone (Figure S4D). These in vivo and in vitro re-

cells.10 Therefore, we measured IL-33 release in human bronchial ep-

sults suggested that exogenous TSLP enhanced Alt-Ext-induced IL-33

ithelial cells stably expressing IL-33 (hBE33) culture supernatant to

release from lung epithelial cells by promoting the process of necrosis.

sinophils, CD11c macrophages, and dendritic cells from IL-33
reporter mice treated with rTSLP or vehicle (Figure S3D-G).

Pimozide + rTSLP treatment significantly decreased LDH compared

confirm whether human recombinant TSLP treatment increases IL-33

Next, we tested the effect of endogenous TSLP on IL-33 release.

release after Alt-Ext-challenge in an in vitro model. Alt-Ext stimula-

Since there is no endogenous TSLP in the lung 1 hour after the first

tion induced IL-33 release from hBE33 into the culture supernatant

Alt-Ext-challenge (Figure 3A), a second Alt-Ext-challenge is neces-

(Figure 3D). Human recombinant TSLP treatment significantly in-

sary to induce TSLP expression in order to determine the effect of

creased Alt-Ext-induced IL-33 release compared with vehicle treat-

endogenous TSLP on IL-33 release. Therefore, we performed the

ment (Figure 3D). To determine whether rTSLP treatment increases

second Alt-Ext-challenge 24 hour after the first challenge to allow

IL-33 expression in hBE33 to enhance IL-33 release, we measured

the TSLP expression after the first challenge to exert its biological

23

after rTSLP or vehicle treat-

effect, and then, we harvested the BALF from WT and TSLPR−/−

ment. There was no difference in the MFI of IL-33/GFP between rT-

mice 1 hour after second Alt-Ext-challenge (Figure 3E). The sec-

SLP-treated cells and vehicle-treated cells (Figure S4A,B). Further, we

ond Alt-Ext-challenge significantly induced IL-33 protein in BALF

tested treatment with the signal transducer and activator of transcrip-

compared with PBS challenge, and the Alt-Ext-induced IL-33 was

tion 5 (STAT5) inhibitor pimozide with rTSLP to investigate the effect of

decreased in TSLPR−/− mice compared with WT mice (Figure 3F). To

GFP co-expressed with IL-33 in hBE33

TSLPR-STAT5 cascade for IL-33 release from hBE33. Pimozide + rTSLP

confirm the effect of endogenous TSLP, WT mice were treated with

treatment significantly decreased the Alt-Ext-induced IL-33 release

anti-TSLP ab or isotype ab 1 hour prior to first Alt-Ext-challenge

compared with rTSLP treatment alone (Figure S4C). In addition, we

to neutralize the Alt-Ext-induced endogenous TSLP. We then
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harvested BALF 1 hour after a second Alt-Ext-challenge (Figure 3G)

ST2 signaling on the expression of each other's receptor on ILC2, we

to evaluate whether endogenous TSLP neutralization suppresses

first measured ST2 and TSLPR expression on lung ILC2 in vivo. WT mice

the Alt-Ext-induced IL-33 release. Anti-TSLP ab treatment signifi-

were treated intranasally with rTSLP, mouse recombinant IL-33 (rIL-33),

cantly decreased the second Alt-Ext-challenge-induced IL-33 re-

or vehicle, and then 18 hour later, ST2 and TSLPR expression on lung

lease in the BALF compared with isotype ab treatment (Figure 3H).

ILC2 was measured by flow cytometry. Lung ILC2 were identified as

In addition, to evaluate an effect of endogenous ST2 signaling for Alt-

lineage- CD45+ CD3− CD25+ CD127+ (Figure S8). We found that rTSLP

−/−

mice were chal-

treatment increased the MFI of ST2 on lung ILC2 compared with vehicle

lenged with Alt-Ext once, and 6 hour later, the lungs were harvested to

Ext-induced TSLP expression in the lung, WT and ST2

treatment (Figure 4A,4). However, rTSLP treatment decreased the MFI

detect TSLP protein (Figure 3I). Alt-Ext-challenge significantly induced TSLP

of TSLPR compared with vehicle treatment (Figure 4C,4). Meanwhile,

protein in the lung homogenates compared with PBS challenge. The Alt-Ext-

rIL-33 treatment significantly increased the MFI of both TSLPR and ST2

induced TSLP was significantly decreased in ST2−/− mice compared with WT

on lung ILC2 compared with vehicle treatment (Figure 4A-D). To con-

mice (Figure 3J). To confirm the TSLP expression on lung ECs, we isolated

firm the results in this in vivo model, we performed ILC2 treatment in

CD45- EpCAM+ cells from naïve WT mice to detect mRNA expression of

an in vitro model. Isolated lung ILC2 were treated with rTSLP, rIL-33,

-

+

TSLP. Flow cytometry analysis indicated that CD45 EpCAM cell fraction

rTSLP + rIL-33, or vehicle for 40 hour, and then, ST2 and TSLPR expres-

by magnetic isolation had 85.1% purity (Figure S5A). TSLP mRNA expression

sion on the treated ILC2 was measured by flow cytometry. We found

was detected in the isolated CD45- EpCAM+ cells (Figure S5B). These results

that rTSLP treatment increased the MFI of ST2, but decreased the MFI

revealed that TSLPR signaling and ST2 signaling reciprocally induced the ex-

of TSLPR on the isolated lung ILC2 compared with vehicle treatment

pression of each other's receptor cytokine after Alt-Ext challenge in the lung.

(Figure 4E-H). rIL-33 treatment significantly increased the MFI of TSLPR
and ST2 on the isolated lung ILC2 compared with vehicle treatment

3.4 | rTSLP treatment does not induce PAR-2
expression on IL-33+ lung ECs

(Figure 4E-H). rTSLP + rIL-33 treatment further enhanced the MFI of
ST2 compared with rTSLP or rIL-33 treatment alone (Figure 4E,4).
Based on our results that TSLP augmented ST2 expression on
ILC2 and IL-33 increased TSLPR expression on ILC2, we measured the

A previous study reported that the Alt-Ext-induced IL-33 release

protein levels of IL-5 and IL-13 in the isolated ILC2 culture supernatant

from lung ECs was mediated by protease-activated receptor 2 (PAR-

to confirm the synergistic effect of rTSLP and rIL-33. rTSLP treatment

2) signaling.

22

Therefore, to determine whether TSLPR signaling in-

did not statistically induce IL-5 and IL-13 compared with vehicle treat-

creases PAR-2 expression, we measured PAR-2 expression on lung

ment (Figure S5). rIL-33 treatment significantly induced IL-5 and IL-13

ECs expressing IL-33 using IL-33Citrine/+ mice following intranasal

compared with vehicle treatment. Further, rTSLP + rIL-33 treatment

rTSLP treatment for 6 hour. The ECs expressing IL-33 were identi-

synergistically increased IL-5 and IL-13 at, respectively, 10-fold and

-

+

+

fied as CD45 EpCAM citrine cells (Figure S6A). TSLPR and PAR-2

8-fold greater than the treatment of rIL-33 alone (Figure S9).

were expressed on the lung ECs expressing IL-33 (Figure S6B); how-

To confirm the synergistic effect of TSLPR and ST2 signaling for

ever, rTSLP treatment did not change the MFI of PAR-2 (Figure S6C).

ILC2 activation, we isolated lung ILC2 from WT, TSLPR−/−, and ST2−/−
mice. The cells were treated with rTSLP, rIL-33, rTSLP + rIL-33, or vehi-

3.5 | Alt-Ext-induced IL-33 does not increase TSLPR
expression on lung ECs

cle for 40 hour. rIL-33 treatment increased TSLPR expression on WT
lung ILC2, and the rIL-33-enhanced TSLPR expression was abolished
on ST2−/− lung ILC2 (Figure S10A). rTSLP treatment decreased TSLPR
expression on ST2−/− lung ILC2 as well as WT lung ILC2 (Figure S10A).

To determine whether Alt-Ext-induced IL-33 enhances TSLPR expres-

rTSLP + rIL-33 treatment synergistically increased ST2 expression

sion on lung ECs, we performed flow cytometry using WT and ST2−/−

on WT lung ILC2, and the synergistic enhanced-ST2 expression was

mice challenged with Alt-Ext or PBS for 24 hour. The gating strategy

abolished on TSLPR−/− lung ILC2 (Figure S10B). Further, the synergis-

of lung ECs is shown in Figure S7A. TSLPR was expressed on lung ECs

tic increase of IL-5 and IL-13 in WT lung ILC2 by rTSLP + rIL-33 treat-

−/−

from both WT and ST2

mice; however, there was no difference in
−/−

ment was abolished in TSLPR−/− lung ILC2 (Figure S10C). Meanwhile,

mice challenged with PBS

there was no cytokine detection in all of ST2−/− lung ILC2 (Figure

(Figure S7B,C). Alt-Ext-challenge did not alter the MFI of TSLPR on the

S10C). These findings suggest that TSLP and IL-33 reciprocally en-

lung ECs from both WT and ST2−/− mice (Figure S7B,C).

hance the expression of receptors, and this may be one of the mech-

the MFI of TSLPR between WT and ST2

anisms by which these cytokines induce synergistic ILC2 activation.

3.6 | rTSLP increases ST2, and rIL-33 increases
TSLPR on lung ILC2 in vivo and in vitro

3.7 | IL-33 treatment enhanced TSLPinduced pSTAT5

Thymic stromal lymphopoietin synergistically activates ILC2 with IL33-ST2 signaling.14 However, the mechanism of the synergistic effect of

To confirm the effect of enhanced TSLPR expression on lung ILC2

TSLP and IL-33 is still unknown. To determine the effect of TSLPR and

by IL-33 treatment, we measured phosphorylated STAT5 (pSTAT5)
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F I G U R E 4 Recombinant TSLP (rTSLP)
and recombinant IL-33 (rIL-33) treatment
reciprocally increased IL-33 receptor
(ST2) and TSLPR on lung group 2 innate
lymphoid cells (ILC2). A, C, Representative
histograms of ST2 and TSLPR expression
on lung ILC2 from wild-type (WT) mice
treated with rTSLP, rIL-33 or the vehicle in
an in vivo model. B, D, Mean fluorescence
intensity (MFI) of ST2 and TSLPR on
lung ILC2 in vivo. E, G, Representative
histograms of ST2 and TSLPR expression
on isolated lung ILC2 treated with rTSLP,
rIL-33, rTSLP + rIL-33, or the vehicle in
an in vitro model. F, H, MFI of ST2 and
TSLPR on isolated lung ILC2 in vitro. The
data are a combination of 2 independent
experiments and shown as mean ± SD.
(n = 3-4). *P < .05

Vehicle rTSLP rIL-33

which is down stream of TSLPR signaling. 24 Isolated lung ILC2 were

rTSLP
+
rIL-33

with rIL-33, rTSLP + rIL-33, or vehicle in the presence or absence of

treated with IL-33 or vehicle for 24 hour, and then, the cells were

5 μmol/L pimozide for 40 hour. Pimozide significantly decreased IL-5

treated with rTSLP or vehicle for 1 hour to detect pSTAT5 protein by

and IL-13 from ILC2 treated with rTSLP + rIL-33 compared with ve-

Western blotting. There was no pSTAT5 in the ILC2 treated with ve-

hicle treatment (Figure 5C). In contrast, pimozide slightly enhanced

hicle or IL-33. In contrast, pSTAT5 was detected in the ILC2 treated

rIL-33 treatment-induced IL-5 and IL-13 from ILC2 (Figure 5C). These

with rTSLP. rIL-33 pretreatment increased rTSLP-induced pSTAT5

results revealed that IL-33 treatment augmented TSLP-induced

(Figure 5A,5). To confirm the synergistic effect of ILC2 activation

phosphorylation of STAT5 in lung ILC2, and the STAT5 cascade elic-

mediated by STAT5 cascade, the isolated lung ILC2 was treated

ited a synergistic effect in ILC2 activation.
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F I G U R E 5 Recombinant IL-33 (rIL-33)
treatment enhanced TSLP-induced signal
transducer and activator of transcription
5 (STAT5) signaling. A, Representative
image of Western blotting. Isolated lung
group 2 innate lymphoid cells (ILC2) were
stimulated for 24 h with rIL-33 (10 ng/
mL) or vehicle; then, the cells were
stimulated for 1 h with recombinant
TSLP (rTSLP) (10 ng/mL) or vehicle. Cell
lysates were separated by SDS-PAGE
and analyzed by Western blotting with
antibodies to phosphorylated STAT5
(pSTAT5), STAT5, and β-actin. B, Relative
intensity of pSTAT5/STAT5 was analyzed
by densitometry. C, Isolated lung ILC2
were stimulated with rIL-33, rTSLP + rIL33, or vehicle in presence or absence
of pimozide (5 μmol/L) for 40 h. IL-5
and IL-13 protein in the ILC2 culture
supernatant were measured by ELISA. The
data are a combination of 2 independent
experiments. *P < .05
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the number of lung ILC2 expressing IL-5 and IL-13 was significantly
greater than lung CD4 T cells expressing IL-5 and IL-13. 27,28 Based

Previous studies reported that TSLPR and ST2 signaling promotes

on these reports, ILC2 are a primary driver of the innate type-2 in-

adaptive immunity-driven allergic inflammation, and as a result,

flammation induced by Alt-Ext-challenge. We detected LPS contam-

TSLP and IL-33 have been identified as therapeutic targets for al-

ination as 0.03 EU, approximately 3 pg in 5 µg protein amount of

lergic disorders.3,25,26 This is the first report of the contribution of

Alt-Ext. Alternaria alternata is a genus of ascomycete fungi, and the

TSLPR signaling to the T cell–independent innate immunity-driven

Alt-Ext includes large amount of fungus components, such as lipo-

allergic inflammatory response. We found that TSLPR deficiency

protein, β-glucan, chitin, and nucleotides to stimulate TLR2/TLR6,

significantly decreased the number of lung ILC2 expressing IL-5 and

TLR3, TLR7, and TLR9 for inflammatory responses. 29,30 Therefore,

IL-13, airway eosinophils and lymphocytes, and mucus production

we did not distinguish between effects of contaminated LPS and ef-

compared with WT mice in an innate allergic inflammation model

fects of fungal pathogens.

by which the mice were challenged with Alt-Ext for 4 consecutive

We found that TSLPR and PAR-2 were expressed on lung ECs

days. Neutralization of endogenous TSLP also decreased the Alt-Ext

expressing IL-33. While rTSLP treatment increased Alt-Ext-induced

induced eosinophilia, IL-5 and IL-13 expression in the lung. Regarding

IL-33 release, PAR-2 expression was not changed by rTSLP treat-

the mechanisms of lung ILC2 activation during Alt-Ext-challenge,

ment on lung ECs. Previous studies reported that Alternaria-induced

we found that TSLPR and ST2 signaling reciprocally enhanced Alt-

rapid IL-33 release from normal human bronchial epithelial cells

Ext-induced IL-33 release and TSLP expression in the lung. Further,

(NHBE) was mediated by ATP autocrine and consequent Ca2+ influx

rTSLP and rIL-33 stimulation reciprocally induced each other's re-

through P2Y2 or P2X7 receptor, 21 and the consequent NADPH ox-

ceptor expression on lung ILC2 both in vivo and in vitro.

idase dual oxidase 1 (DUOX1) activation through the Ca2+ influx.31

In this mouse model, 4 consecutive days of Alt-Ext-challenge in-

Further, Wilson et al reported that TSLP treatment of dorsal root

duced allergic inflammation without CD4 T-cell development, total

ganglia neurons resulted in Ca2+ influx to induce itch.32 These pre-

IgE, and the Alternaria antigen-specific IgG1 induction. 27 However,

vious studies may suggest the possibility that TSLPR signaling has
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an influence on internal signaling, but not PAR-2 expression on lung

C O N FL I C T O F I N T E R E S T

epithelial cells. While intracellular caspase during apoptosis cleaved
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IL-33 to inhibit biological activity,33 full length of IL-33 molecule is
released from damaged or necrotic epithelial cells.10 Although we
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